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THE LEGEND DETECTIVE 
Legends may be legends but they can hold the truth 

 

A time traveler I will be,  

would you care to come with me? 
        

 

The vast Caldera of Santorini 

The hole you see is what blew away in a day and a night 

Could Eden be found in Atlantis 

           The simple answer is no, but and it’s a small no, for the same catastrophic event that 

caused the one was the cause of the other. They were the same nation of people but on 

another island, yet so near to the other they would have seen it and felt it and for that you 

must read on 

           Atlantis—everybody seems to have written about this fabled land. Now that I do too, I 

find I am doing so almost as an apology. It was while researching the great eruption on 

Kalliste- the most beautiful, which on splitting apart, created the islands of Thira and 

Santorini, in 1600 BC, that it occurred to me that here was a classic example of a natural 

phenomenon spawning not one legend but two.  The first that of Atlantis and the second 

Gods expulsion of Adam and Chava (Eve) from Eden. For Adam and Eve does not translate 

into two people but into Man (Hebrew meaning Man or Mankind and Chava (Eve) meaning 
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the mother of all things living, a multitude Preposterous as it may sound but I beg you to 

read, The date and birth place of God, do so then lend me your knowledge seeking minds.  

          I shall now refer to the remnants of this island as Santorini. Santorini’s eruption of 

1600 BC, had been ten times greater than the recent eruption of Mt Helen—and not only 

that…it was in the right geographical location to have caused the Atlantean catastrophe. The 

island on which the volcano sat was just eighty kilometres north of Crete. Crete—the island 

of the mysterious Minoans, who did indeed suffer a devastating event, so great, that it could 

only have been done by God or the Gods, read Hesiod and the birth of the Gods. So great and 

powerful was it, that when the legend says the island disappeared in a night and a day, I 

would, on seeing Mt Helen’s blow out and read the Roman account of Vesuvius doing 

likewise, agree with them and congratulate these ancients on accurate recording. 

            Now, wouldn’t logic and common sense dictate that if the eruption of Santorini had 

been so great, then other countries in immediate proximity would have heard about it? What 

intrigues me particularly is where scholars have theorised Atlantis might be found. Most of 

these theories I find not at all convincing. Yet it’s an interesting legend, and as such is a 

repository of considerable information—so much so that there ought to be something in it. 

You might ask, so many scholars having explored this, and come up with a variety of places, 

what right I have I got to poke my nose in? The answer is that in researching my various 

other historical puzzles, some striking parallels have appeared, between the Atlantean story, 

the Minoans and Genesis of our Bible or better still the Jewish Torah which predates our 

Bible by some 800 years. For two to run together is a coincidence, but when all three start 

showing similarities, one has got to take notice. Our first indication is that Egypt had 

recorded a terrible Minoan catastrophe. Crete is so near to Egypt, that there is absolutely no 

doubt that the Minoans were trading there before the eruption of Santorini. But because the 

legend is of Atlantis, one popular belief has been of a lost world somewhere in the Atlantic—

or even further afield.  However, what all seem to have missed is this tale given out by Plato 

had already been passed orally from mouth to mouth for some 200 years and before that I 

suggest a further 800 years back in time. 

             So how did this legend begin, and why should I consider it was Egypt’s answer to the 

factual eruption on Santorini? In former times it was as popular for what we call the classical 

Greeks to go on holiday to Egypt, as it is today. During the seventeenth to the nineteenth 

centuries the nobility and the wealthy upper reaches of society, took what was called the 

Grand Tour—a tour of Europe whose purpose was to broaden one’s knowledge.  So it was 

that Solon, an Athenian of c590BC, also took time out to broaden his knowledge, but being 

Greek, he went to Egypt, to a place called Sais, which is at one of the junctions of the Nile in 

the delta area. He went there asking questions as to what Egypt knew concerning the early 

history of Greece. A priest said to him, ‘Solon, you Hellenes [Greeks] are never anything but 

children, and there is not an old man among you.’ When asked what he meant, the priest 

replied, ‘You all have young minds. You never inquire into your past, nor into any science 

which is hoary with age. There is a story, which even you have preserved, that one day 

(Legend A) Phaethon, son of Helios (better known as Apollo), who daily drove the sun across 

the heaven, having yoked the steeds in his father’s chariot, because he was not able to drive 

them in his father’s path, burnt up all that was on the earth. Zeus had to come to the rescue, 

though Phaethon was destroyed by a thunderbolt.’  (legend B) ‘Though when on the other 

hand the gods purged the earth with a deluge of water, the survivors were herdsmen and 
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shepherds who dwelt in the mountains. Those who like Solon lived in cities were carried by 

the rivers into the sea’ 

              You will notice I’ve put Legend A and legend B, for although this is orally shown to 

be the same legend, you can see B does not relate to A. But I will show they are two events 

that happened in Crete in 1600 BC and 1435 BC, and still already hoary with age when it’s 

related to Solon in 790 BC 

             So, this legend begins with the records of Egypt, first brought to light by that 

Egyptian priest. It was then given to Solon, who in turn took it back to Greece and passed it 

on to Dropides, who told it to Critias the Senior, an old man of nearly ninety, who in his turn 

told it to another Critias, who was Plato’s cousin. Critias died in 403BC when Plato was 

twenty-four, and Critias informed Plato he had heard it from Critias the Elder, when he was a 

youth. Up to then the story had been passed on orally.  

             Now Plato (427-347BC) put it down on paper or papyrus and recorded it in The 

Dialogues (c390BC). By then it was already 200 years on from Solon’s time, and Plato 

conceded he had to think hard to remember how it went. It was on his way home (so said 

Plato to Socrates) that he communicated the tale to his companions, in so far as he 

remembered it. After he had left them he recovered nearly all of it—this was during the 

night—by thinking very hard. Truly, as is often said, the lessons of our childhood make a 

wonderful impression on our memories. Like all tales, one is tempted to add to it, yet there is 

an original story here, it’s being so difficult to create a lie entire. The basic embryo of any 

tale enfolds the germ of its truth. 

            Professor B Jowett (Oxford), in his translation of Plato, goes so far as to say that no 

one knew better than he (Plato) how to invent a noble lie. But he forgets that when Plato said 

that during the night he recovered nearly all of it, he referred to the lessons of his childhood. 

He was telling his audience things they already knew, but which we don’t. The story had 

been given to Plato orally. He had learnt it by rote. Now as an adult he was having to recite it 

again and again, stanza by stanza, in order to get the whole thing out. I am reminded of my 

uncle Harry, who at eighty-two has difficulty in remembering who he his, let alone who I am. 

Yet he can, without pause or hesitation, recite word-for-word fifty-seven verses of Lord 

Macaulay’s Horatio keeps the Bridge. All one has to do to get him going is, as a computer 

specialist might put it, cite the password and you’re in. If I utter the first two lines—‘Lars 

Porsena of Clusium / By the Nine Gods he swore’—my ancient relation sets off. He will even 

finish his recital by telling you that (and he has done this so many times it seems almost part 

of the poem) he learnt it when he was twelve and won a prize for his efforts. Even Winston 

Churchill says with pride, that he received a prise for rendering this epic when at Harrow 

school.  

             Many eastern people learn in this way. They do so by nodding their heads up and 

down to a rhythm. I wonder is this how Plato was taught? If so, then somehow it adds 

substance to his story as one that he had to remember, and suggests that he didn’t make it up. 

Professor Jowett concludes that the whole thing is a fiction dreamed up by Plato, for the 

purpose of boosting Greek morale in the face of Persia’s growing might. Likewise, M Martin 

in his analysis goes on to say that the tale rests on the authority of the Egyptian priest, who 

took pleasure in deceiving the Greeks. He (Plato) never appears to suspect that there is a 

greater deceiver or magician than this Egyptian priest—that is to say, Plato himself! This is a 
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strange scholarly appraisal, for it doesn’t matter whether Plato lies or not—if we accept that 

the Egyptian priest did tell Solon the story, then it is outside Plato’s hands and is worth 

pursuing. What is interesting is that when Professor Jowett wrote his analysis, in 1871, few 

people realised that Santorini had been an active volcano. He certainly hadn’t heard of the 

Minoans—it would be another twenty-five years before their discovery by Sir Arthur Evans. 

In saying this I suggest it is even possible that Evans and Jowett were not the best of friends. 

According to Leonard Cottrell, Evans, at the age of thirty-three, became keeper of the 

Ashmolean Museum, in Oxford. This was in 1884.  

          The museum was founded in the seventeenth century by Elias Ashmole, had been so 

neglected, abused and mutilated by later generations that it had almost ceased to have any 

practical value. Infact its condition accurately reflected the indifference with which 

archaeology was regarded by Vice Chancellor Jowett (the very same) and other high ranking 

individuals of the university.  But to Evans this was a challenge, which of course could have 

encompassed a test to Jowett’s authority and beliefs.  Then again, in Jowett’s defence, why 

should he not have pooh poohed the legend?  Plato puts Atlantis in the Atlantic, and in the 

Atlantic it had never been.  And Sir Arthur Evans, in finally discovering the Minoans, wasn’t 

going to lose his reputation to a will o’ the wisp legend, which anyway had been put to bed in 

fairy land, several times already. 

             So, you see, there’s going to be a lot of hearsays before it gets to Plato, a lot of 

omissions and additions but one thing we can say, where ever this fabled Atlantis was, it has 

to be near to Egypt but better still I could see from this comment by the Egyptian priest, that 

this presents us with two legends, one of Santorini’s eruption of 1600 BC as agreed by most 

scholars and the other of my old friend Noah and his flood. Please read The day Noah puts to 

sea.   

                I will therefore deal with the later legend firsts. My date for Noah and his flood is c 

1435 BC, a flood that does indeed cover the world, your world, the world you can literally see, 

with not a mountain in sight.  It’s also a flood with a difference, you can see it any day of the 

week, provided you’re on a ship leaving land. Noah migrates in c 1435 BC when Crete was 

invaded by the Mycenaeans. This is the time when Noah, a shepherd decides it’s time to 

immigrate to pastures new and this I suggest is what the Egyptian priest is refereeing to, when 

he says, ‘That there is another story of when the gods purged the earth with a deluge of water, 

the survivors were herdsmen and shepherds who dwelt in the mountains, so that those who like 

Solon, lived in cities were carried by the rivers into the sea’ 

      Yet even in this there is some confusion, for I suggest that the phrase 

‘So that those, who like Solon, lived in cities were carried by the rivers into the sea’, is 

refereeing to the Tsunami that would have rolled over Crete when Santorini erupted in 1600 

BC. It was this tsunami which wiped out most of the Minoan fleet and ports, which in turn so 

broke the back of Minoan seafaring authority, thus allowing the Mycenaeans to take to the sea 

and eventually invade Crete, causing Noah and many others to move on. It was because these 

shepherds and herdsmen lived in the mountains that the tsunami and never reach them. Please 

read The date and birth place of God.  It was because the tsunami wiped out those on the 

coast, the people who worshipped the Minoan Gods, that allowed this single diety of the 

mountains, this God of the shepherds and herdsmen, who did survive untouched, which 

allowed the Cretan Zeus to prevail over the Minoan Gods 

 

               What intrigues me was where scholars have theorised Atlantis might be found.  Most 

of the theories have no back bone, yet it’s an interesting legend, and as such is a repository of 
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considerable information – so much so that there ought to be something in it.  You might ask 

if so many scholars having explored this, and come up with a variety of places, what chance 

have I, an amateur, in doing better. The answer is this that in researching my other historical 

projects, some striking parallels have appeared, between the Atlantean story, the Minoans and 

the Old Testament of our Bible. Now most scholars are what I call ‘Warriors for the working 

day’. They are like any other tradesman, they learn, they add their thoughts and go home to 

their families.  After a general back ground in their chosen subject, they then specialise on a 

part of  it.  After Evans discovery c 1900 they will know of the Minoans but will they associate 

them with the Mycenaeans and Hebrews or vice versa. Will they see the connections of the 

Libyans, Egyptians and the Hebrews? For two to run together is a coincidence, but when all 

four start showing similarities, one has got to take notice. 

           Personally, I can see a number of things in Plato’s tale that may possibly be additions 

by him and out of context. He mentions two springs—one hot water, one cold. This is similar 

to Homer’s description of Troy. Another is Plato’s description of the Atlantean harbour. The 

design is a channel from the sea that heads directly to a central island in a circular harbour. 

However, as you sail up this channel, there are other, concentric channels running around the 

inner circle. The whole design appears to be a small circle as the nucleus (a wharf), and 

radiating from that ever larger, alternating circles of land and water. A channel from the sea 

running straight through to the centre would enable you to moor your ship in whichever 

circular harbour you wished. The cost and manpower to build all this would be high if not 

crippling, and I suspect that Plato has exaggerated in order to get the point across that the 

harbour could accommodate a large number of vessels. Greece at this time of Plato depended 

for her own safety on her navy, and it wasn’t difficult to understand that a large harbour 

meant also a large fleet—which was good for morale. Is there an ancient harbour of this 

design? There is, and I have seen it. It is the harbour of Carthage. It is now of course an 

ancient ruin, and although big is difficult to see, so many houses having been built around it. 

However, as you fly back from Tunis to England, you pass directly over it, and can thereby 

get a very good idea of what it was like in its prime (if nothing to the size of Plato’s Atlantean 

version!). I am not positive about this, but from my own research I would date it at about 

400BC. If that is so, would it be possible that Plato had heard of it, and in taking note of its 

design, embellished it in order to impress his audience? There would be reason for this, since 

the Greeks and the Carthaginians where plying for trade around the Mediterranean.  

             With the Carthaginian harbour, you can see a channel from the sea to an oblong 

wharf, which was for merchant ships. At the opposite end there is another channel which 

leads to a circular harbour, complete with a central island—and this is where war ships were 

moored. Missing are the other circular channels which would have encircled that. As for 

Carthage as Atlantis, it must be remembered that it wasn’t colonised by the Phoenicians until 

after their escape from Tyre, which was long after Santorini’s eruption.  

              The Phoenicians were a seafaring people who had settled originally in Palestine, and 

as I suggest in my tale,’ The day Noah put to sea’ and  Finding and following the 

Patriarchs’ .they stand a good chance of being the descendants of the sea-going Minoans 

and refugees from Crete. Interestingly their language was a form of Semitic, and Semites are 

supposedly descended from Shem. The Phoenicians who colonised Carthage were from Tyre 

in Lebanon, forced out by internal political struggles. Legend has it that in c 814 BC Princess 

Dido and others fled from her brother Pygmalion, to find a new land to settle in. As colonists 

they were obviously short of women, for as their ships stopped off at Cyprus to refurbish and 
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take on supplies, they took the opportunity to abduct the temple prostitutes and appoint them 

as wives. The temple in question would have been in honour of Aphrodite, the goddess of 

love, who according to legend rose from the foaming sea off Cythera and reappeared in 

Cyprus fully formed in all her divine beauty. The word Aphrodite means foam-born. 

(Unfortunately, this story won’t help us find Atlantis, so I will end it here!)  

        According to the Egyptian priest, the mighty calamity which saw Atlantis slip beneath 

the waves occurred 9,000 years before the time of Solon—or 9590BC. There is absolutely 

nothing, in the way of archaeological finds, to indicate even the beginnings of a civilised 

community in the Mediterranean at this time. All we find are some very primitive hunter 

gather groups. Fortunately, greater scholars than I have come to the rescue in this dating 

problem. Most believe it is simply a copyist’s error, perpetrated by an Egyptian priest or 

scribe whose duty it was to transcribe the papyrus once it had grown old and faded with the 

years. In this way, 900 could have easily been recorded as 9000. That means if we are now to 

predate Solon, of 590 BC, by 900 years, then it is 1490 BC which emerges—a date that does 

not fit in to the year 1600 BC being that of Santorini’s eruption but not that far off 1435 BC 

when the Mycenaeans invade Crete and my date for that herdsman Noah and his migration to 

pastures new.  

   We should ask how does an Egyptian priest know of this other story, ’Of when the gods 

purged the earth with a deluge of water, the survivors were herdsmen and shepherds who 

dwelt in the mountains’. This is very much of what I say is the local Cretan/Hebrew story of 

Noah. So how could they have known about it in Egypt. They heard about exactly like we 

have heard about it. It’s been recorded and if as I hope, I have shown in Finding and 

following the Patriarchs, that story came with the Hebrews when they came to Egypt as free 

wage-earning brick makers, in about 1300 BC.  If Joseph was known to pharaoh Ramesses II, 

then I’m sure this wonderful story of Noah and his flood, would have been passed on, to the 

Egyptians and passed on to Solon some 700 years later, the same time period as of us to-day, 

recording what we know of king Richard the Lion Heart, wicked King John and Robin Hood.   

I think we can say. there is going to be some slight changes in the story every time the ancient 

papyrus fades and needs to be re-written. Just as the error of Moses coming down from the 

mountain with the ten commandment, having horns on his head or the other version, having a 

vail over his head. Please read Moses Exodus to death. 

               So now we are left with the other story told to Solon that of the young Phaethon, 

who wanted to drive the sun in his daddy’s chariot, yet couldn’t handle the horses, and so 

burnt up everyone on the earth. It would have been quite easy to see the hot ash and pumice 

falling from the sky in just that way. Then when Zeus got fed up with these antics, he threw a 

thunderbolt, which missed the target (Phaethon), and instead struck the cone of—guess 

where, yes—Santorini’s volcano.  

         With all eruptions, violent rainstorms with thunder and lightning are a common 

occurrence. Added to and mixed with the rain would be ash. So, initially, it would appear to 

some that everything was burnt up, while to others there was a great flood from the sea, while 

yet more experienced a continual muddy rain. After all, how would they know what a 

Tsunamis was, when even we ourselves didn’t, until a few years ago! After the muddy rain, 

the sky would have darkened with the volume of smoke and ash now floating as dust in the 

air. Some of the mountain people I suspect were followers of the new god Zeus, and put their 
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survival down him.  when those followers of the old Minoan Gods, those who lived on the 

coast, were wiped out by the tsunami as it over whelmed their coastal cities. Today this is still 

remembered as the clash of the Titans, and in Tacitus’ time was known as the aggression of 

Jupiter and Saturn. Please read, The date and birth place of God.  

 

Where we can also read of a reason for why Cain murdered Abel and that God did not curse 

Cain but cursed anyone who in retaliation, would harm Cain. So why?  God wouldn’t accept 

Abel’s offering (crops), but would accept Cain’s (an animal). This certainly indicates that 

shepherds were favoured, while tillers of the earthly sod were out of fashion. All one has to 

ask now is where would we find sheep and shepherds? Most, but not all of the time, sheep 

like mountain pastures, and as an ex-farmer myself I have experienced less trouble with 

sheep in the hills, where there is a reduced tendency to foot rot (this is brought on by wet lush 

river meadows). So, is there a chance that Noah’s people—the people who were good in 

God’s eyes—lived in the mountains? If they did, then their survival enabled the telling of the 

tale. I don’t want to get involved in the pros and cons of the Atlantis legend, except where it 

parallels my theory of the Hebrews as originally Minoans, and the Minoans as the legendary 

Atlanteans. However, for those who wish to do their own research, you will find the account 

in Plato’s Critias and Timaeus. 

        For those who consider my theory of Atlantis as Crete, or at least as Santorini to be 

ridiculous, then I am pleased to say that most scholars agree with me that Santorini is the 

most likely model for the legendary Atlantis. For those still not convinced, I suggest a look at 

Professor J V Luce’s book The End of Atlantis: New Light on an Old Legend. We have, I 

think, gone quite some way to explain the earth burnt up, and the date.  

                But what about the size of Atlantis? According to Plato, the first person there was 

Evenor, who had a daughter Cleito whom the god Poseidon married. Evenor was a man, 

which is counter to my preference for Eve, but this does I think get us close. Poseidon, Cleito 

and their descendants were rulers of various islands in the open sea, and also held sway as far 

as Egypt. Here is an indication that there were many islands rather than one. If Plato is 

describing the Mediterranean Sea—and I think he is—then there is only one place today that 

resembles that location, is the Cyclades in the Aegean Sea—with Santorini at the middle of it 

all. According to Plato the island was 3,000 stadia by 2,000, a Stadia was 185 metres, or 600 

Greek paces, or an eighth of a Roman mile. Three thousand stadia therefore amount to 345 

miles, and 2,000 stadia 230 miles. I am not going to look for an island of these dimensions in 

the Mediterranean, because there isn’t one—nor has there been. What I am going to look for 

is islands (plural), because I believe that in the telling of this tale, size did encompass a 

multiplicity. An atlas of the Aegean will show you many islands whose names end in ‘os’. If 

you measure with your ruler 345 miles, with one end on the south of Crete, and on a north-

south line, you will find that it covers all the islands ending in ‘os’, up to Limnos. In fact 

there is only one island not covered by this—Thasos, a further sixty miles north. There may 

have been good reason not to include it, in the Atlantean or Minoan domain—since it is only 

five miles from mainland Greece. The Mycenaeans Greeks were a warlike people, 

desperately trying to learn the sailing skills of the Minoans—skills more in evidence through 

the legend of Jason and his Argonauts, which I date about 1220 BC. Once the Minoan 

command of the seas had gone, due to this eruption and tsunamis, the Mycenaeans took to the 
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sea and we can now compare them to later day Vikings, where trading or pirating were both 

the norm. 

             Two hundred and thirty miles from the west of Crete are islands whose names also all 

end in ‘os’—except for Rhodes, which anyway was once called Rhodos. Rhodes, similarly, is 

a mere fifteen miles from the mainland. My conclusion therefore is, if we treat island as 

islands, then the area does begin to look like the kingdom of Minos and his Minoans. Plato 

goes on to describe the customs, minerals and fruits of Atlantis: 

      Also, whatever fragrant things there are now in the earth, whether roots, or herbage, or 

woods or essences which distil from fruits and flowers, grew and thrived in that land, also the 

fruit which admits cultivation, both the dry sort, which is given up for nourishment and any 

other which we use for food…and are fruits which spoil with the keeping, and the pleasant 

kinds of dessert with which we console ourselves after dinner. 

Now we have in Genesis 2: 9— 

        And out of the ground made the Lord God to grow every tree that is pleasant to the 

sight, and good for food; the tree of life also in the midst of the garden, and the tree of 

knowledge of good and evil. 

Back to Plato— 

      The stone which was used in the work they quarried from underneath the centre island. 

One kind was white, another black and a third red. The entire circuit of the wall…they 

covered with a coating of brass, the next with tin, and the third which encompassed the 

citadel flashed with the red light of Orichalcum. 

Genesis 2: 12— 

           And the gold of that land is good: there is bdellium and the onyx stone. 

               Here are an awful lot of similarities. Orichalcum, according to the dictionary, is a 

mountain copper or a yellow metal prized by the ancients and often known only by repute, 

probably a form of brass or a similar alloy. That yellow metal known by repute, I call gold. 

Again, the Bible has bdellium, which is the fragrant resin from a tree. This is reminiscent of 

those fragrant woods of Atlantis. And is it possible that the white, black and red stone 

quarried at Atlantis was the onyx of the Bible? If these are only coincidences, then they aren’t 

just one or two—they run throughout the Bible story, the Atlantis legend, and the factual 

archaeological finds relating to the Minoans.  

            The Atlantean religion, according to Plato, saw bulls with the run of the temple of 

Poseidon. The ten kings, being left alone in the temple, after they had offered prayers to the 

god—that they might capture the victim acceptable to him—hunted the bull, with no more 

weapons than staves and nooses. The bull they caught they led to the pillar, cutting its throat 

over it—a pretty tale, Professor Jowett might have said! Except he wasn’t alive when 

archaeologists unearthed the Vapheio cup, which describes in relief the exact scene that Plato 

has related 

           This gold cup shows in detail bulls being lured by decoy cows, then captured with 

ropes, nets and staves. Was this the story of the decoy cow that Theseus brought back 

concerning Minos’s wife? Was the bull becoming prevalent, and the fresco on the walls of 
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Knossos telling the same story as Theseus’ legend of the Minotaur?  One could ask why 

should Aaron decide to go for the ‘Bosses Job’ and take over Moses command of the 

Children, when Moses was away receiving the 10 Commandments and decide of all animals 

to pick on a image of a Bull Calf to be their new God.  

.  

 

 

The Vapheio cup c 1500 BC 

           Whatever else Plato may have said, or given the noble lie to, he could not have told an 

untruth in this part of his narrative. He couldn’t have known about the Vapheio cup, which 

had been placed underground in a tomb, some 800 years before him, and would lie there for 

almost another 2,500 years after him. In the temple of Poseidon there was a golden statue of 

the bull in his chariot, drawn by six winged horses and accompanied by a hundred Nereids, 

riding on dolphins. Nereids were maidens of the sea.  
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             One is reminded of the Cherubim’s, who were angelic figures in Eden. Dolphins 

were a popular motif on the palace walls at Knossos. According to Greek mythology, Zeus 

disguised himself as a white bull and carried Europa, daughter of the king of Sidon (Canaan), 

off to Crete, where she gave birth to two boys—Minos and Rhadamanthys. They were 

rewarded for their sense of justice by being made judges of the dead. In this is a Greek legend 

of Crete in Minos’s day, yet it would appear that Minos was a Minoan and possibly an 

Atlantean. What we have here is the very beginning of the Olympian religion, because 

Santorini ’s eruption put an end to the Minoans and their religion (while Minos appears to 

have been there just before or during this event).  

            From Plato’s account, their mutual relations were regulated by the commands of 

Poseidon, which the law had handed down. They were inscribed by the first kings on a pillar 

of orichalcum (onyx), and when they were gathered together they consulted about their 

common interests and inquired if any one of them had transgressed in anything. They passed 

judgement, and before doing so gave their pledges to one another. Odysseus relates a similar 

debate amongst the leaders of the Phoenicians, who I have always maintained where migrants 

from Crete. The end of Plato’s dialogue finishes abruptly, which prompts one to ask was it 

lost or never written? In finishing, it relates that the attitude of the Atlanteans changed: 

          And to him who had an eye to see grew visibly debased, for they were losing the fairest 

of their precious gifts, but to those who had no eye to see the true happiness, they appeared 

glorious and blessed at the very time when they were becoming tainted with unrighteous 

ambition and power. Zeus the god of gods, who ruled according to the law, and was able to 

see into such things, perceived that an honourable race was in woeful plight, and wanting to 

inflict punishment upon them—that they may be chastened and improve— collected all the 

gods into their most holy habitation, which being placed in the centre of the world beheld all 

created things. And when he had collected them together, he spoke as follows… 

Plato’s narrative ends there, but what do you think Zeus said? Well, here’s what the Hebrew 

God said in Genesis 6: 5-8— 

And God saw that the wickedness of man was great in the earth, and that every imagination 

of the thoughts of his heart was only evil continually. And it repented the Lord that he had 

made man on the earth, and it grieved him at his heart. And the Lord said, I will destroy man 

whom I have created from the face of the earth; both man, and beast, and the creeping thing, 

and the fowls of the air; for it repenteth me that I have made him. But Noah found grace in 

the eyes of the Lord. 

   We don’t know what Zeus did or said, but we do know that the whole point of the Atlantis 

story is its supposed disappearance under the waves, which could only have been brought 

about by Zeus’s wrath. There is another legend that is Greek—not biblical, or Minoan, or 

Atlantean—which tells of Zeus, the king of the gods, resolved to destroy humanity by means 

of a flood. Deucalion constructed an ark in which, according to one version, he and his wife 

rode it out and landed on Mt Parnassus, in southern Greece. Something tells me—and I hope 

it tells you—that these two narratives are more than coincidentally similar. What Zeus says is 

what God says in Genesis 6: 7— 

And the Lord said, I will destroy man whom I have created from the face of the earth. 
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            In conclusion I consider that Noah or a group I will call Noah were Cretans who 

worshipped a single Deity, a law-give, later a storm God, who was said to have been born on 

Crete in the cave of Mt Ditka, prior to Santorini’s super volcanic eruption. That from Noah 

came the Hapiru or Apiru. These in turn threw off this name, given to them by others out of 

disrespect and took up the name of one of their elders, Jacob, to become the Israelites.  That 

although Mankind and everything that lived fled from Santorini , my Atlantis,  they must 

have come ashore in Crete to tell their tale.  The Minoans were not out for the count, although 

their shipping was depleted they did struggle on and in their trading with Egypt their story 

would be told on. So depleted was their maritime power that 165 years later, the Mycenaeans 

took to the sea and invaded Crete.  Noah was from mainland Crete, he was a herdsman, he 

was from the mountains otherwise he’d have been a sailor, but he was some 165 years later 

than Santorini’s eruption. Nevertheless, this eruption would have been well remembered, just 

as we remember the Great Fire of London 351 years ago or even Bonfire Night 412 years 

ago.  

              I therefore trust I have given a new slant on Eden and Atlantis for other to go a 

searching for more proof.   
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